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From the Principal

Latest Updates

Welcome to the May edition of the Stonyhurst 
newsletter. Our team continues to work on all areas of 
development as we move towards our opening in 
September this year. Our recruitment process is nearing 
completion and we have now recruited a total of 39 of 42 
academic staff for our first year of operations with the final 
positions having offers in process.

https://stonyhurstpenang.edu.my/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/31_05_22_From-the-Principal.pdf


 

Get to know him 

Mr Anton Bush

Introducing the Head of Maths

We would like to introduce and warmly welcome Mr Anton 
Bush, our Head of Maths. Anton joined us from another 
International school in Malaysia, where he was IGCSE 
coordinator and pupil profile leader. A maths teacher, head of 
department and leader with over 20 years of experience, 
Anton has a particular specialism in pure maths and 
mechanics. 

Read More

From the Head of Pastoral

Stonyhurst International School Penang’s commitment to the 
development of our students in becoming men and women 
for others was clearly evident at our first student event, the 
Year Nine Leadership Lunch, held on the 7th of May. The 
event for our new leaders centred around whole, small and 
Line group activities and, most importantly, the ‘meet and 
greet’ introductions and get to know you opportunities as we 
look to commence our historic beginning. A number of 
presentations from the Senior Leadership Team; Principal 
Justin Durling and Head of Pastoral Carmen Fitzpatrick, and 
Mr Jeremy Cheam, a member of our Board of Governors and 
an alum of Stonyhurst UK gave the students context and 
background to the School’s Line system.

Mrs. Carmen Fitpatrick

Read More

https://stonyhurstpenang.edu.my/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/31_05_22-Head-of-Maths.pdf
https://www.stonyhurstpenang.edu.my/wp-content/uploads/2022/10/31_05_2022-Head-of-Pastoral.pdf
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Sin Yee Ng  – Director of Admissions and Marketing
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Editor’s Note

+604 893 1850 Email Website Facebook

I love eating seafood, especially shellfish such as crabs, 
lobsters and prawns. Sadly, after such a seafood 
indulgience, my dessert is invariably … Zyrtec! That’s 
because even though I have food allergies 
(particularly shellfish and yeast), I just can’t imagine 
life without these foods altogether. The antihistamine 
helps alleviate the reactions I get when I let my 
tummy decide what’s for lunch and dinner… 
something which happens a lot, like 7 days a week!
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ID work has commenced in classrooms
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